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Written for Fr. Curley’s Birthday, Oct,
25th, and delivered by the author.
Happy the man who wisely understands
Not human nature only, but who scans
All natures:—and in laws of each well skilled,
Knows their divisions and the parts fulfilled.
*

*

*

*

*

How charming ’tis to study Nature’s page !
How blest, too, he whom such pursuits engage!
For such as he the Spring unfolds her flowers :
For such the Summer glows ; the golden bowers
Of Autumn harbor many a beauteous gem
More prized than monarch’s jewelled diadem ;
For him, in mystic language that each frames,
The flow’rs reveal deep lessons with their names.
How well his blooming favorites express
His own meek virtues and his gentleness !
Tranquil at home among his friends is lie,
E’en as the Ilex, the tall Holly tree :
The Lily of the Valley mutely tells
Where sweet simplicity forever dwells:
The Sweet-briar and the Water-nymph assert
With rich Magnolia, purity of heart:
Geranium a tranquil mind imports :
Houstonia, content unknown to courts :
Sacred affections in their starry folds
Are typified in ardent Marigolds :
The Golden-rod that blossoms in the wild
Whispers a tale of hope to fancy’s child:
The Passion-flower, with holy emblems sealed,
Marks holy thought with sorrow’s trace revealed :
Each bud, each leaf the self-same warning bears,
A mute “ memento mori” unawares.
And thus o’er nature does he meditate,
As if a flower with spirit animate.
And now, as’t were, a Century-plant in bloom,
His course nigh run, his thoughts o’erleap the
tomb.
“ May age steal on with softly cadenced feet,
Falling in music, as for him were meet.”
And when the flower of his life shall close,
May the rich seed which life-long fruitage shows
Transplanted be by angel hands above,
And bloom undying in that Land of Love.
C. A. I). C. (Class 78.)
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THE DECATUR COTTAGE.

When the high stone wall was erected that
forms the northern boundary of our base-ball
ground—or what would be called at other colleges, campus,—it marked the line of the College property which at that time and at that
particular portion of the premises, extended
no further than the line of Third Street continued. Since the erection of the wall, the property intervening between it and the parallel
wall on the south line of the Convent property
has been purchased by the College. This area,

comprising a few acres, includes “ Bachelor’s
Hall,”—the brick dwelling inhabited by our
secular teachers,—andthe frame cottage which
Mrs. Decatur occupied for many years, and in
which she died, seventeen years ago. It is of
this old cottage and its former occupant, that
we propose to speak.
We learn that the house was built by Fred.—
better known afterwards as Fritz—Regelein, a
German, who at that time carried on the business of a butcher. He sank the well that may
still be seen on the brow of the hill, west of
the dwelling, and had his slaughter-house near
it. Fritz afterwards went to Baltimore and
kept a house of entertainment on the Anne
Arundel side of the Patapsco, which became a
famous resort for the lovers of fish and crab
suppers. Prof. Dielman used to visit his counti’yman there, and, apropos of Fritz’s entertainments, composed his gay song of “ Beeswing & Fish.” As Fritz’s children grew up,
they preferred to live in the city, and thither
he himself repaired, now old and disabled by
rheumatism. He lived to a good old age and
died two or three years since. The Baltimore
Sun gave him a notice in its “ Local” columns.
The house was afterwards purchased by
Miss Lucretia Hobbs, who occupied it until
Mrs. Decatur expressed a desire to rent it from
her, when she accommodated her and moved
to a dwelling in the vicinity. Mrs. Decatur
had previously occupied the brick/dwelling on
Fayette St., where Mr. Thian'now lives,—
which house, together with the one adjoining,
was built by Anthony McElroy, (brother of the
venerable Fr. McElroy),who entered the Society
.in 1840, died the following year, and is buried
here. After Mrs. Decatur’s death, the cottage
was inhabited, among others, by a music-teacher employed in the College. In 1862, while
the N. Y. 69th occupied the College and
grounds, and no one could pass to and fro
without the watch-word, the teacher was delayed a little late at the College, and finding
he had forgotten the watch-word, attempted to
evade the guards by climbing the intervening
wall. He was perceived by the guard and arrested, but as the gentleman was excessively
nervous, and stammered a great deal even at
ordinary times, he was perfectly incomprehensible on this occasion : his agitation deepened
the suspicions of the guard, and he was locked
up in the guard house for the night. The next
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daj, of course, the case was explained and-the
prisoner set free.
Three of the colored servants employed at
the College then lodged in the house, and
there was room enough besides to accommodate the party of “ Pennsylvania Dutchmen”
who built our new barn and gymnasium in
Two of the colored occupants married and
moved in town, and the third went to the
Hague as the servant of the Italian Minister at
that Court. The only one then left to inhabit
the house was our humble and industrious
coal-carrier, Mike Wall, who had been a soldier during the late war, and, as such, was detailed as body-servant to Fr. McAtee, then
Chaplain in the Union army. He and John
Connolly, better known as “ Johny Bedad,”
are now the sole occupants of the house, which
is fast falling into ruin. The latter, who has
been employed about the College for an indefinite number of years, was in his earlier days a
great wrestler, gymnast, and fiddler, but is now
a bent old man, whose only occupation, when
he is not praying in the Chapel, is to carry
meals from tne kitchen to the washerwomen,
and to return on the rather long and steep
route from the wash-house, with the empty
dishes.
In its present condition of decay, the cottage
makes a picture such as artists are fond of
sketching, with its rickety two-story' porch at
the corner, its ruinous chimneys, broken windows, dilapidated fence, and scraggy shrubbery. In Mrs. Decatur’s time, it was doubtless a well-kept residence; and one who was a
student here while she lived at the cottage,
and used to visit his relative, Richard Queen,
living near, says she forbade him even to run
over the sward in front of the house. Queen’s
house—still known by that name,—is now included in the Convent property, and is inhabited by the workmen who cultivate the Sisters’
farm. Its former occupant was a singular old
character of whom we hope some day to get a
definite account. He lived in the profuse style
common to the Maryland gentlemen of his day,
and when he had run through his property,
heard that he had inherited a title in England.
As he had no means to support it, he never
made any effort to substantiate his claim. The
house, being on higher ground than the Decatur
Cottage, and almost directly behind it, is
plainly visible beyond the Convent wall, overshadowed by ancient oaks.
Stephen Decatur, a native of the Eastern
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Shore of Md., the son of Ja distinguished naval administration—1829 to 1839—there was a she sent to the Decaturs of New York, her
Captain in our Revolutionary War, and the large increase of students, had just completed husband’s nephews: the original portrait of
descendant of a Huguenot family, was unhap- the first important addition to the two build- Com. Decatur, said to be by Gilbert Stuart,
pily killed at Bladensburgin 1820, in a duel ings put up in the last century—the “ Old” though it is more in the style of Sully, she
with Com. Barron : or rather was mortally and the “ Hew” College : this was the western sent to Independence Hall, Philadelphia : the
wounded there, for he actually died at home, addition to the former, containing the students copy in possession of the College was puron the evening of the same day. Decatur refectory, chapel, and study-room, and popu- chased by Miss Hobbs at the sale of Mrs. D’s
l
built the finest mansion erected in Washington larly called the ' Large Boys’ Building.” The effects, and disposed of by her to the College :
Visitation
Nuns,
knowing his necessities, had two other likenesses of her ^husband, together
after the President’s House, and only a short
distance from it, on Lafayette Square, where been besieging heaven in his behalf, and their with her books and pictures, she gave to members of'the Carroll family : Decatur’s chess
it is still to be seen. He inherited wealth from prayers were answered by the unexpected remen, large and elegantly carved in ivory, and
his father, who became a merchant after quit- ceipt of what was in those days a much more
Chinese chess-board, the squares of which are
considerable
sum
than
the
like
amount
would
ting the service. Still, he probably lived up to
alternately ivory and rose-wood, she presented
his means, for, besides personal relics, only a be rated at now.
to the College : and to the Library she gave a
Mrs.
Decatur
was
intimate
with
the
family
very moderate inheritance was left to his
widow. She was thereiore under the necessity of the “Last of the Signers,” Charles Carroll small manuscript volume containing extracts
from the Koran, which Com. Decatur took
of bringing before Congress a claim which of Carrollton, and up to the time of his death,
from the body of a Tripolitan sailor killed in
in
1832,
was
accustomed
to
make
yearly
visits
Decatur had always considered just, but from
motives of delicacy, had never pressed, for to the Manor. Mrs. Harper, his daughter, ac the fight off Tripoli. The writing is in the
Arabic character, done with great neatness ;
prize money from the destruction of the frigate companied by her then youthful daughter,
Pennsylvania while she lay stranded and cap- Miss Emily, also visited Mrs. D. at Georgetown. double lines being drawn around each page,
enclosing a space about two inches square:
tured on the Tripolitan Coast in 1804. All It was this intimacy that doubtless led Mrs.
only the first half of the book, however, is
the circumstances, and the documents testify- Decatur to enquire into and subsequently to
filled out.
embrace
the
Catholic
religion.
Catholic
books
ing to them, and to the justness of the claim,
Some years before her death, Fr. Curley
were
loaned
to
her
from
the
Washington
Semare set forth in a pamphlet which Mrs. Decatur
brought to her at her request the small box
caused to be printed in 1834 and circulated in inary in 1826, the year in which Fr. Curley
containing the medals that had been given to
Congress. Decatur, with sixty officers and taught there, and she entered the Church
her husband, and which she had kept deposited
men, boarded the frigate as she lay under the about 1828. She was always afterwards on in- in the College safe. These she distributed to
timate
terms
with
the
Fathers
of
Georgetown.
guns of the citadel, and after a tierce encounthe Decaturs of New York. There was one
ter with the Turks who manned her—twenty Fr. Curley remembers her calling, in company curious medal left at her death, which was
of whom were killed, and the rest driven into with Fr. Beschter to see Fr. Feiner, who died afterwards presented to the College by the
Misses Fenwick : it is an oval silver plate, three
the sea,—set fire to her and rowed back to his President in 1829, and was succeeded for a and a quarter inches long, and two and a quarfew
months
by
Fr.
Beschter
himself.
Whoown vessel without the loss of a man. The reter wide, and has an eyelet such as might serve
sult of this daring feat was to strike terror into ever was President, he was invited with some to pass a ribbon through. On one side is the
these pirates and finally to put an end to the other of the Fathers, two or three times a year, inscription, “ SUCCESS To The ROYAL-LOUIS” :
immediately beneath, and almost enclosed by
tributes they had been accustomed to levy to dine with her. On these occasions she had this scroll, arc a number of Masonic emblems,
everything very nice, and among other things, with the motto, “ SIT Lux ET Lux PUIT.” A
upon American commerce.
Decatur might have captured the frigate and our informant remembers some wine seventy- ship of war in full sail occupies the remainder
carried her off, but was forbidden by his supe- four years old, that had belonged to Decatur. of this side, and below it, the inscription,
“STEP: DECATUR , Commander, 1781.” This
rior officer to do more than destroy her as she Fr. Curley was her confessor, and she some- was the father of tire Commodore : the latter
times
presented
him
with
camellias
for
his
stood. Hence, it might be said that she was
being then only two years old. On the oilier
not a prize, except constructively ; and Con- green-house. Wherever she was,—whether side, surrounded by much scroll work, beneath
the extremities of two anchors,
gressmen, who are not notorious for their visiting at the Manor, or at home in George- which,appear
crossed, is a coat of arms, with the legend,
promptness in discharging obligations of the town,—she was noted for the regularity with below, “Pito LIBKRTATE ET P ATRIA DULCE PEHkind,may have excused themselves by this pre- which she attended to her religious duties. ICULUM.” Beneath, is the inscription, “ The
text for their delay in allowing the claim : or She was besides very charitable to the poor. Arms of The Antient Family of DECATUR.” A
narrow bol der is engraved around the edge of
they may have been embarrassed by the pres- She was a lady of fine presence and of agree- the plate, on both sides. Another article preentation of rival or conflicting claims in the able manners.
served in the Museum and formerly belonging
Some years before her death, a pension of to Decatur, is a small oval box of gold-stone,
same matter from parties who had influence
enough as lobbyists to stand in the way of fifty dollars a month was assigned her by Con- with a finely executed mosaic upon the cover,
representing a basket filled with flowers. It is
poor Mrs. Decatur. At any rate, the dates of gress : so, in her latter days, if she did not en- said to have been used as a tooth-pick case.
joy
the
luxuries
and
elegancies
with
which
she
the first documents submitted by her,—WashMrs. Decatur was probably sixty-five or
ington, 1825, and Georgetown, 1826—indicate had been familiar during her wedded life, she seventy years of age when she died. She was
that nine years passed in the struggle to get was at least far removed from want. She al- buried in the family lot of the Fenwicks in the
old grave-yard of the parish, within our Walks,
her claim paid. She was then allowed $7000, ways kept a colored servant-woman,and some a short distance,—or as Geo. Alfred Townsend
times
a
white
one
besides.
During
her
freand this sum she gave to Georgetown College,
in his “ Washington Outside and Inside,” says,
•with the stipulation that the College should quent sicknesses—and in one of these, the -—“ within pistol-shot” of the house where she
died. The lot is near that of the Carrolls of
pay her an annuity, while she lived, of $630,— doctor believed her already dead,—she had Duddington, is surrounded by a light iron railor nine per cent. She lived twenty-five or kind attendance from Miss Hobbs and other ing, and is kept in good condition. A white
twenty-six years after, so that she received in friends. As the sole heir, by her husband’s marble cross, high enough to be perceptible
all from the College a sum equivalent to more will, of all that he possessed, the trophies re- above the shrubbery, from the Walks that
wind below it, bears the following inscription:
than double the original amount. However, ceived by him from Congress and all the other
“ Sacred to the memory oftfcSusan Decatur,
elegant
objects
that
had
once
adorned
the
the College was satisfied, for the money was
wife of the late Commodore Stephen Decatur,
mansion
in
Washington
were
at
her
absolutereceived at a time when it was greatly needed.
H. S. N., who departed this life June 21,
The President, Fr. Thos.Mulledy,underwhose disposal. The swords and some other objects I860.”
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promises you a short article. I can hear you here. I am rather inclined to the latter conejaculate, Thank Heaven for this mercy, most clusion. Here then lies the secret of the
—There was a member of the Philosophy class devoutly!
JOURNAL’S dryness, yet all pitch into the paper
of 1850 who annoyed the Professor and his
“ Since brevity’s the soul of wit,
itself, and do not reflect that it is themselves
And
tediousness
the
limbs
and
outward
flourishes,
class-mates with his passion for “distinguish
they have to blame for its want of humor.
I will be brief.”
ing.” When some such sophism was proposed
These continual hits must naturally depreciate
in joke as “ Tu es qui es : atqui quies est Not because I intend to be witty, but because the value of the JOURNAL. Indeed it is wonotium : ergo, tu es otium,” he was sure to dis I have little to say. These letters, anyway derful how the paper can survive after that
cover some profundity that did not exist. have been growing too long, spreading over withering criticism which appeared last month.
John C. Hamilton happened to be on a “circle,” the JOURNAL in an alarming manner ; but like K. should bear in mind that
defending, while our hair-splitter was object- growing boys they need plenty of food : now
It is excellent
ing. At the first attack of the objector, John they have outgrown their strength and the food
To have a giant’s strength; hut it is tyrannous
is
all
consumed.
The
fight
with
Feliz
cannot
answered with a serious and earnest air : “Dis
To use it like a giant.”
tinguo : Catagorematice,—Concedo : Syncata- be resumed, the curtain dropped last time;
Nevertheless the JOURNAL, I think, compares
and
no
one
cried
encore.
Should
we
e’er
gorematice,—Subdistinguo : Proceleusmatice.
most favorably with other College papers.,
—Concedo : Acatalectice,—Iterum subdistin clash again, we should be hissed from the Looking over some exchanges the other day, I
arena.
But
there
is
the
weather
:
it
is
a
topic
guo : Hyperboliee.—Concedo : Diabolice,—
was struck with the pretentiousness of some
Nego.” The class had a good laugh : the dis- which can always be discussed yet never ex- which consider themselves witty sheets, and
hausted.
Perhaps
it
is
on
account
of
its
per
A ' tinguisher was extinguished and gave us no
petual and startling changes that it affords so yet had nothing to support their pretentions
trouble afterwards.
but a couple of columns of—I am at a loss to
—A Prof, of Mathematics had a badly disposed many topics for conveisation ; well that it say what.' The things got together could not
does,
for
what
could
modest
youths
and
blush
class, who one day gave vent to their feelings
be called jokes, unless one wished to be sarby drawing on the black-board, before class, i ing damsels converse upon should we have per- castic or ironical: call them attempts, and
■
petual
Spring
?
The
interest
in
politics
may
Hrge goose, whose head, surmounted by a bir
most miserable attempts at jokes ever scraped
j\\ retta, resembled that of the Prof. When the rise and fall, but the interest in the weather together.
latter entered, he understood the pictuie at never relaxes ; it is the topic which is conNow the JOURNAL could easily glean two col^ once to be meant for himself, and stepping up tinually agitating the American people. A
umns of similar matter. In every College
foreigner
coming
over
here,
must
no
doubt
im
1 j to the board, made fifteen goslings following
agine that there is a law obliging every Amer- there is a certain percentage of incurable
C the goose, for the fifteen boys in his class. The
ican citizen to inform whatever friends he jokers, of the Jewish, pawnbroking stamp, B ~ entente cordiale was restored on the spot.
most of them. Always ready to take in sec—Some one lately in the JOURNAL referred to an meets concerning the state of the weather. 1
ond-hand jokes, and then endeavor to palm
have
seen
men
hurrying
to
their
places
of
busik, inscription on a tree around the Walks, dated
them off as new. In the yard, I am sorry to
ness,
yet,
meeting
a
friend,
they
stop
and
have
v
1854. Why, that’s not old. On a beech-tree
say, the awful habit of punning is becoming an
at the second turn, there is carved the name of a word to say regarding the weather. Not epidemic ; there are some hopeless cases among
E. Deslonde of La., 1846, enclosed in lines. very long ago I was standing near the ticket us, and, coming in contact with others, they
Near the Observatary~eud of the Walks, on a office of a depot, waiting for my turn. A gen- naturally give them the disease. There is only
stout beechd-ree’j' among many soldiers’ names tleman who had just bought his ticket remarked one leasable plan of checking this epidemic ;
cut during the war, there is, to be seen the to the ticket agent, “It is a fine day, sir.” all the confirmed punsters should be locked up
name of R. V. Pye, 1847, who afterwards The agent probably did not hear him, for he in solitary confinement at the Infirmary, and
taught a'vcffassical academy'in La., where, did not reply. That gentleman walked a short
should be forced to remain there until entirely
before the wiJrj—he—trained several boys for distance, then stopped, and seemed to ponder cured. Of all the intolerable bores upon this
Georgetown. Subsequently he moved to Texas, for a moment, finally he returned and said, earth, the confirmed punster is the worst. Who
and while Mayor of Navasota, saved the town “It is a fine day, sir!” The agent nodded his can imagine a more dreadful punishment than
from yellow fever in 1873 by enforcing quaran head and echoed, “ A fine day, sir!” Then
to be exiled to a desert island with no one but
tine through the means of armed soldiers, and the gentleman hurried towards his train, con
a confirmed punster as a companion ? Suicide
scious
of
having
performed
his
duty.
in spite of the Governor’s orders, to whom he
The weather at present is a fraud, a most or madness at the end of a week would be the
said he preferred death by bullets to that by
abominable
fraud. Spring smiled [and played inevitable result. The punsters in the yard
f yellow fever. His brother, Arel Pye, also a
now would individually furnish you with the
student of the College, went during the same around us for a little while, and then cruel required two columns at the shortest notice.
Winter
drove
her
away,
and
showered
down
epidemic to supply the place of a physician in
The jokes perhaps would not be all original,
another town, who had died from the fever, upon us a miserable snow storm to [remind us
but then the more original ones would have
that
his
reign
was
not
yet
o'er.
And
now
and in one week, fell a victim to it, himself.
the advantage of being better than the others.
/Last of all, there is the name “ Gaston” cut everybody looks blue, and remarks in a shiverBut pray, Mr. Editor, never try the experiment,
on
ing
voice,
“
Whew!
its
awfully
cold.”
J a window jamb in the passage of the Old
Here, the JOURNAL is another old stand-by the reputation of the paper would be lost.
Building. The Judge did not put. the date,
when one is at a loss for a topic. It furnishes Better acknowledge our want of humor than
\hut we know he was here in 1791-2.
food for many would-be wits. It is perhaps pretend to wit,with nothing to support it.
OLD BOY.
Let exchanges batter away at us, rve can still
the only paper which publishes articles criticising its own heaviness and want of humor. treat them to that silent contempt which their
DE QUIBUSDAM REBUS.
Yet why is the JOURNAL SO dry ? It certainly attempts at criticism have always met with.
SECOND SERIES. No. VII.
is not its own fault, for ’tis always ready and But let us not have dissatisfaction in the camp,
MY DEAR MR. EDITOR : To sit down with a willing to publish any witty contributions. let us glory in our dryness. Having this as a
fixed determination to write, and yet not know But alas! they never come. Now there are principle, with a light heart and a clear conexactly what to write about, brings upon one an two conclusions to choose from : either the science, I sign myself
awful and indescribable feeling. That feeling daily routine of the College is too monotonous
Your friend as ever,
is upon your humble servant at present, so he to afford food for wit, or there are no wits
W. D.,JR.
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honor which does not rightfully belong to him ; ceived. Then is their moment of glory, then
I say, hurl him down, at once. I cannot lend the easily-gulled courtiers honor their king and
my aid to the carrying out of a delusion which think what wonderful things he could do if he
Have you not seen him, spoken with him, may, in course of time, lead to disastrous con- would only call forth his full powers, what a
heard others puff him—that gifted boy who sequences.
smart fellow he’d be, if he studied. Yes!
would be the smartest in his class, if he would
Now, I am far from wishing to be harsh in honor him, forsooth : he "s worthy of it, to be
only study ? Poor fellow, he may be good- my treatment of such persons : it is an act of sure. Has it never struck you to suspect that
natured, kind-hearted, open-handed ; he may kindness to disabuse them betimes. I honor he is a kind of literary “tramp”—getting a
be, almost always, on the lookout for a chance them for the good qualities they possess, but translation from one—begging a theme from
of doing some little service to his comrades ; before you will call on me to respect them for another—adding nothing of his own and yet
may be quite a champion in all kinds of games; other qualities let me, at least, have the com- getting credit for the gross proceeds of his
in a word, he may even have within him that fort of being sure that they exist. Let respect mendicancy ? Have you ever reflected that
unwrought mine of precious metal for which be earned before it is declared to be due. Let there cannot be any approach to scholarship or
he gets credit. In spite of all, I cannot admire the powers of mind appear in working attire, what looks like it and passes for it, without
him: I must pity. “He would be, if,” is and do some work too, before I acknowledge work done by some one ? Why, that plodding
about the worst form of putting in a claim myself bound to believe in them. “Nothing poor fellow who works so hard and gets so
upon my admiration, so long as the removal of is made out of nothing’ ’ has always been looked little credit for it, many a time has supplied
the if is in the power of the candidate. Dead upon as a pretty sound doctrine. An idler’s the capital with which others purchased the
metal, buried treasure—what an amount of workshop (?) may be a pleasant place for a few glory of being ranked among the gifted few
delving and mining must be presupposed before easy-going neighbors to while away an hour or who can shine, like the lilies of the field,
two in spicy gossip. That is no reason,though, though “ they labor not neither do they spin.”
it is worth anything!
“ Nullus argento color est avaris
why his wages, at the end of the week,should It is only when the plodder fails to supply, that
“ Abdilo terris, inimice lamnae
be largely in excess of the wages earned by his your smart fellow must stand on his own
“ Crispe Sallusti, nisi temperato
hard-working fellow-craftsman next door. It merits, or, as an Irishman would put it:
Splendeat usu.”
These beautiful lines embody my creed : they is always an unkind thing, as well as a most “Sure he doesn’t stand on them, at all; he
are also my best excuse for not showing, some- unfair thing, to give to an idler, for nothing, falls on them.” On that day he hadn’t
times, a greater readiness to admit the smart- what others, by sweat of brain or brow, can studied. What a pity !
Yours &c.
ness that I hear spoken of. If it is in the boy hardly win. And, in the case before me, there
J. S.
it is useless; and, in nine cases out of ten, there is one very important item to be borne in
mind.
It
is
this.
Most
people
look
upon
it
as
is no shadow of proof that it is in him. From
DEDICATED TO K.
this it follows, according to my way of think- a fact, that a person with ever so faint a spark
ing, that in nine cases out of ten, the honors of genius in him will be sure to work hard at
MR. EDITOR : A line of Byron’s, slightly
paid to him as the possessor of wonderful something intellectual. He may not, indeed,
powers of mind, which happen just now to be study the lessons of class, or even be well ac- changed to suit the circumstances, “ ’Tis
asleep, are honors to which he has no rightful quainted with the commonplace facts of his- pleasant sure to see one’s scrawl in print,”
claim whatever. Those powers, which his ad tory and geography, familiar to nearly every may possibly suggest the motive which urged
mirers say, would carry him in triumph far schoolboy. But his mind will work at some- “K.” to let loose upon us his late effusion.
ahead of' all his classmates, are not asleep— thing or other which only a person of mind The only other solution occurring to us is that
they are aliunde. But I do not blame him can work at. It never will rust in sluggish the writer suffered from an attack of the jaunmuch if, whilst honestly believing that he i^ repose, but will engage in something or other dice, which,' affecting his grumbling faculty,
the owner and master of a slumbering minu which, as being for the present not in order, prompted him to afflict us with a column of
which at his pleasure he may awaken to ac may be quite useless. It will plan some little matter devoid of consistency or moderation.
tivity, he accepts of the honors with ready com- fancy or dream some little waking dream that Our classic youth ushers in his article with a
pliance. It is not so much his fault as the fault has a touch of poetry about it. Such persons low citation from Artemus Ward: which he
of those who pay court to him. X do blame I measure at their proper value and I cannot forthwith applies to the JOURNAL, for we must
him, however, if he has already found out by help having for them a feeling which is very decline to adopt the ghastly name he substitrial that his mental capital is very slender—if near akin to love: but such persons are very tutes for that of our College paper.
Relieved of this elevated quotation, our
he has set himself to write something and found scarce.
The ordinary run of smart-fellows-if-they’d- would-be satirist assumes the critic’s disparathat there was a chasm between brain and pen
which he could not span—if he has been study are those who study nothing, who are ging pen. Recognizing the apparent philanforced, many a time, to give up the wrestling known to be downright loafers and seem to thropy of his intentions towards the JOURNAL
with a knotty passage in the Classics, because glory in their profession. They will yawn or readers, we would desire to overlook the excess
darkness had settled on him and there was no loll through an hour or two of studies and to which this feeling has led him, attributing
hope of light—Oh, yes, I blame him severely then go out and growl about the dullness of his seeming lack of judgment (to use a mild
if, having thus been brought face to face with times and the tiresome drudgery of College- term), to an honest but mistaken zeal. But,
Mr. Editor, there are some extravagances in
his own dearth, he knowingly pretends to be life generally. They hate the whole humdrum
rich, by striving after the paltry fame of a and they are counting the days until they shall his outburst too flagrant to be overlooked.
Our self-sufficient youth next declares (for
smart idler. I can have no respect for him be freed from it. Still, they must manage to
any longer. He is travelling by a path which keep afloat and, though they hate to prepare his wise opinions are given in that garb,) that
can lead to nothing useful. The child, says lessons and write themes, they must spend the previous number was unexceptionably dry.
Wordsworth, is the father , of the man ; the some part ot morning studies at them. They It never occurred to him that he should be
ways of youth will be the ways of riper years. must look over things—all is done in a few able to give some more weighty reason for
Hence, I care not by what means or amid what minutes, of course. Well, they go to class and this opinion than merely that it is his will and
shouts of applause a young man usurps, or hand in a theme which, in due time, the pleasure to entertain it ; nor does he seem to
knowingly submits to be seated in, a place of teacher declares to be among the very best re- remember that assertion and demonstration
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are widely different. He will find that most ol
But enough of this. If our wise judge, K.,
We should like, if we had room, to publish
the JOURNAL readers have not, unfortunately be the same who, Proteus-like, has attempted all these lectures, but being obliged to make a
for him, that “ faculty of believing without a various criticisms over different signatures, we choice of one only, we select for the purpose,
reason” which Macauley ascribes to Southey.
would suggest, “Mend thy line and sin no the concluding one, “ An Apology for the
After reviewing, as he thinks, the contents more.” Finally, his present farrago of pre- Fickleness of Science” by James A. McElof said JOURNAL, K. solemnly pronounces the sumptuous assertions, bald quotations, and hinny, which appears in this, number, and the
contributions unfit for a paper claiming to be dime-novel suggestions be of the lively style merits of which will address themselves to
“ lively and interesting.” Now, Mr. Editor, our pseudo critic would introduce into the every reader.
could we overlook the meaning our friend K. JOURNAL, we, for one, assure him that his exattaches to the word lively, we might allow pectations are likely to be blasted. As an outExchanges.
his assertion to pass muster. But, sir, from let for his talents, and for his “ pen perverted,
the spirit of his article, it is evident he had paper misapplied,” we suggest that his labors
We presume there is very little use,considerlooked in vain for that style of writing he finds be devoted to some rising paper among the
in extravagant papers of the stamp of the Sioux Indians, or in Liberia under the tropic ing the crowded state of our columns, in attempting anything beyond a mere reference to
Danbury News or the Boys and Girls Weekly. sun of Africa.
some of our exchanges. The Va. University
A very proper style for his ideal college paper !
VERAX.
Magazine continues to preserve its high literNo wonder that, with such a standard, he
ary character. The Princetonian is a paper
SPECIMEN IN NATURAE SCIENCE.
would prescribe a change of programme for
we have a great respect for. It has a solid and
the JOURNAL. Judging from the tendency of
The Class of ’77 gave an interesting exhiour friend’s tastej we would respectfully ad- bition of their proficiency in the studies apper- business-like tone, and never attudinizes. The
vise him to return to the simplicity of his early taining to this branch, on March 17th. The College Echo of Waterville, Maine, is a new
readings, the nursery tales and magazines; Specimen was held as usual in the debating- and handsome paper, and seems to be in practiced and able hands. The Abingdon College
the suggestion is pertinent.
hall, and attended by members of the UniverNor stops he here, but proceeds to declare sity classes and their professors. A neatly Monthly is the title of another new paper
that the subscribers 11 don’t want to read” the printed programme, headed by a quotation issued from a Campbellite co-educational instiarticles heretofore presented. Pray, does our from the Vatican Council, commendatory of tution in Illinois. The Roanoke Collegian's
friend K. represent in himself all the readers ? such studies, “ si rite pertractentur,” was cir- scissors editor ought to give proper credits, inOr does he aggregate to himself a judgment culated. A Prologue by Gabriel M. Landa, stead of putting “ Ex.” at the bottom of selecsuperior to theirs? I hope, and indeedit is well written and well delivered, opened the ex- tions. Otherwise we have no fault to find with
but charitable to do so, that what he calls his ercises. “We devote our time, during this the paper. The University Monthly from
opinions are merely his tastes. But whether year,” said he, “ not only to the study of Knoxville comes now in pamphlet form, and
they are one or the other, they lack that char- rational philosophy, a knowledge of which is displays other signs of improvement. Another
new exchange is the Furman Collegian from
acter necessary to carry weight.
very necessary for the completion of a College
The height of his assumption, however, is education, but we give a due share of attention Greenville, S. G., which gives good promise.
displayed when, emboldened by his own also, to natural science, which on account of Other exchanges have been mentioned before.
words, our self-constituted judge actually pre- its importance claims no little. portion of our We have ' number from Western colleges of
sumes to inform our efficient editor, of years’ time. This is pre-eminently the age of mate- the“ evangelical” stamp, which we read with
standing, that he must change his style of edit- rial science, for there has been no period in pity for the ignorance they display, and with
ing the JOURNAL. Beally, this surpasses even the history of men, in which this branch of amazement at the extent of it. Among the
“Young America’s” proverbial assumption, knowledge has been cultivated with sucn educational magazines that come to us, we see
much to commend in the National Teachers
and need not be dilated upon.
earnestness and success.” Then, referring to
As is the custom of those unable or unwill- the materialism and infidelity that prevail in Monthly and the School and Home, both pubing to write, our pseudo-critic, in the course of scientific circles, the speaker continued: “ To lished in N. York. The American, a new and
his remarks, carps at the efforts of others. He equip us with suitable weapons of defense, and handsomely illustrated paper, published at 860
Broadway has some (good things : among
restricts himself to two, Feliz and De C; and thus enable us [to refute the incorrect theories
others, a caricature of the incendiary, Nast.
indeed we rejoice to find here some display of of these infidel men of science, is the aim of a
The Pen and Plow furnishes pleasant reading.
judgment; although in grappling even with Catholic College like this ; and it is, most unThe American Newspaper Reporter has
these, our friend has undertaken as much, at doubtedly, a great necessity that young men be
changed hands and is better than ever. The
least, as he is able to do. The opinions he ex- imbued with correct principles of science.
Salesianum makes amends for.an erroneous
presses in regard to the reform he thinks For, when once we have thoroughly understood
statement about our College Library.
needed are too indefinite and extravagant to be them, we are not bewildered or overcome by
available for any useful purpose, even did any the difficulties which these scientists may bring
need for reform exist. It is surely to be won- against us.”
General Washington couldn’t tell a lie, and
in this respect he differed materially from
dered at that one assuming such lofty airs,
Enoch B. Abell followed, with a lecture on
should devote so much of his attention to “Ebullition,” illustrated by very pleasing ex- General Washington Dispatches.—Norristown
worthless or indifferent matter, and give so periments.
Herald,
little to the discussion of anything that could
Dick F. sits in class on a bench by himself
P.H. Lynch then lectured “Concerning
merit notice, or do credit to his presumed Molecular Forces,” a subject which might ap- which gave rise to the conundrum, “ Why is
abilities.
And now, Mr. Editor, while in this mood, I pear dry, but which the lecturer succeed in that bench like the desert of Sahara ?” Answer
“ Because though barren in most places, it
would like to notice one or two other writers, making quite interesting.
did not the review of lv.’s frenzied effort enThe third lecture by Arthur Hood, jr., on has green Fields upon it.”
croach so much on your paper. I would desire
Teacher, asking a catechism lesson : “Sup
to see J. S., maintain that vaunted position “ The principle of Archimedes and its Applitaken by him when throwing down the glove cations,” demonstrated the same fluency and pose a person should receive Confirmation in a
with the lire and spirit characteristic of green readiness phat distinguished the other state of mortal sin ?” Student: “ He would
years.
speakers.
be a confirmed sinner.”
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WE

make it a special request that our sub-

scribers notify us ol' any failure in the receipt
of their papers.

g@“We begin work on our paper this month
a little later than usual: owing to which circumstance, we are well supplied with matter
at the outset. But if in future we begin as early
as usual, as we are likely to do if the paper
maintains its present dimensions, we beg our
contributors and correspondents not to be so
dilatory in sending their articles. The longer
pieces ought to be handed in by the 10th or
12th of the month: otherwise, we may have
to set the printer to work on less desirable
matter. Considerable embarrassment has been
caused us on several occasions by the receipt
of a large amount of original matter after the
paper had been half set up. When this happens
either many interesting items are crowded out,
or the latest articles contributed have to be
either divided in two, or deferred altogether.
In either case,unfortunately,nobody is blamed
hut the editor.

Our readers must not take alarm at this
heading, and imagine that we are going to discuss the financial questions which agitate the
political and economic circles of the country.
No, we take no stock—as the common saying
goes—in questions of this kind. Our concern
is exclusively with the finances of the COLLEGE
JOURNAL. We wish only to give timely notice
that if there is no immediate increase to our
advertisements, or some other wind-fall of the
kind, prudence and even necessity may demand
that the three remaining numbers of the year
be limited to eight pages, instead of embracing
twelve, as at present. We must needs cut our
coat according to our cloth, at whatever loss of
dignity to our appearance. We would desire
also to save enough, over and above running
expenses, to reimburse those who have prepaid beyond^the present year. This is but just:
for we must not owe anything to anybody,
whether others observe the same rule towards
us or not. Last year, to enable us to make up
the deficit occasioned by the falling oft’ of our
advertisements, a very successful and agreeable
entertainment was given in Georgetown, by the
aid of friends both in College and out of it ;
but this year, the needs of the Boat Club are
so great, in view of the large payment they
have to make on their new boat-house, that if
similar entertainments are to be given at all,
we feel that we ought to step) aside and yield
the advantage to them. Besides, by retrenching expen es in the way we suggest, we are
not, strictly speaking, in need of help to get
through the year—provided our present advertisers do not fail us, or the few subscribers still
in debt to us do not shirk their obligations. It
is needless to observe that, as tilings stand, the
prospect of continuing the paper beyond the
present year is not encouraging: but as the
College Journal Association has not yet discussed that point, it would be premature for
us to hazard any predictions. What is certain
is that tlie paper cannot be supported without
a liberal share of advertisements, and if the
present depression in business continues, we see
small prospect of obtaining them to the
amount required. The paper ought to be supported, it is true, by subscriptions exclusively ;
but it never has been ; and nearly five years
experience convinces us it never will be. There
are never enough students in actual attendance, even if they all subscribed (which they
do not), to bear the entire burthen; and the
aid given by former students and friends is still
insufficient for the purpose.
BOAT FLUB.

The following is a copy of the circular addressed to friends outside. We reproduce it,
with the hope that it may enlist the attention of
others willing to aid so praise-worthy an object, and thus somewhat extend the rather
scanty returns so far received.

GEORGETOWN COLLEGE. GEORGETOWN, D. C.

February 22, 1877.
: The Students of this College, appreciating the inestimable physical advantages
to be derived from the excellent and popular
exercise of rowing, about one year ago formed
themselves into an association for the purpose
of organizing a Boat Club. The work being
undertaken at once, was prosecuted with a
great deal of zeal; and with the assistance of
some friends, but mainly through their own
untiring efforts, they succeeded in accumulating a fund of money large enough to induce
them to undertake the erection of a boat
house. A suitable site was chosen ; and the
house, begun several months since, lias just
been completed, and is now in the possession
of tlie Club. There still stands upon the
building, however, a large debt; and, as we
will be unable to meet it without pecuniary
assistance, we have, determined to apply for
the same to the old students and friends of
Georgetown College ; flattering ourselves with
tlie hope that they cannot feel indifferent to
the interests of an association so deserving of
their encouragement. In this spirit we address
you with tlie conviction that you will not fail
to acknowledge our request.
While assuring you, that any remittance,
however small it may be, will be thankfully
received and kindly remembered by the Students,
We remain, Tours, most respectfully,
Rev. Wm. H. Carroll, S. J., Thos. P. Kernan, W. F. Smith, M. J. Condon, A. E. Dolan,
B. C. McMeal, F. W. Dammann, T. F. Malian,
Executive Committee of the Georgetown University Boat Club.
DEAR SIR

An 01<t Student and Ills Alma Mater.

Hon. Chas. Jas. Faulkner, M. C., from West
Virginia, (and, during Buchanan’s administra
tion, Minister to France,) write a very cordial
letter to our President, enclosing some copies
of an oration of his, delive.ed at Martinsburg
—his home then and now—on the 4th of July,
1832, ten years after his graduation here. The
address is a very thoughtful aud eloquent disquisition on “ The Federal Union :—Its Origin
and Value.” It had been printed in the newspaper of the town (Martinsburg), but the office
having subsequently been burned, the author
never expected to set eyes again upon his
speech. A friend, however, living at a distance,
who had preserved a copy of the paper, recently sent it to him, and Mr. Faulkner has
had the address re-printed in pamphlet form.
In liis letter to the President, he remarks,
that having acquired his education at Georgetown College, and graduated there at an early
period of his life, (he was then but seventeen),
lie had “ always since felt a deep interest in
the reputation and success of that institution
and adds, in regard to the address itself: “ If
it possesses any merit, I must be indebted to

COLLEGE JOURNAL.
the education which I received at Georgetown
College for it.” Sentiments like these do
equal credit to the writer and the institution :
and if we may seem to invade the domain of
privacy by making them the subject of com
ment, we do so with the hope of inspiring students of the present day with a just appreciation of the even greater advantages they enjoy
over those possessed by their predecessors of
fifty years ago ; with the further hope that if
these advantages pave the way to merit and
distinction in after life, they themselves may
be a cordial as Mr. Faulkner is in acknowledging their indebtedness to their Alma Mater.
To her, no offering can be more grateful than
tiie tribute her children pay her, when they lay
at her feet the laurels they may have acquired.
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to give place to others, likely in their turn to numbered Professors Tyndall and Huxley,
share the same sad fate. And even at the going still further, claim in expounding the
present day how many are the theories, upheld theory of evolution, that man, descending
by some, denied by others, and having each its from the animals, has sprung with them from
multitude of defenders and opponents! Let one and the same source.
us examine a few of these changes that have
Not many years ago it Was generally held
taken place in Science, and discover whether that the earth was once a mass of igneous
we are justified in attributing to it the charac- fluid, which, losing its heat by radiation, has
teristic of fickleness.
solidified to a certain depth, small in compariFifty years ago it was the universal opinion son with the length of its diameter ; but that,
of men of Science that the theory of light, as the crust thus formed being a bad conductor,
advanced by Newton, was eminently correct we are but little affected at the surface by the
and suited to explain all the various phenom- central heat. Some eminent men oi Science,
ena of Optics. This theory, called the emis- however, now deny the fluidity of the center of
sive or corpuscular theory, supposed that lumi- the earth, and claim that the various phenomnous bodies emitted in all directions an impon- ena, such as volcanos, hot-springs, etc., can
derable substance of wonderful minuteness, well be explained on the supposition that the
which, darting with almost infinite velocity in earth is entirely solid. Those of the first opinstraight lines, acted upon the retina of the eye ion dispute also as to the length of time reAW APOIOGT FOR THE FICKLENESS and caused the sensation we call light. Tears
quired to cool the earth’s crust to its present
OF SCIENCE.
before, Huygens had given to the world the depth, and while Sir William Thomson places
A Eecture delivered by James A. celebrated undulatory theory, which explained
it at about eight million years, Mr. Darwin
McEIIlinny at tbe Specimen in Physics,
light in a totally different way. He maintained decides that it must have taken, at least, three
by the Class of ’77, on Saturday, Mch. 17,
that there exists throughout space an impon- hundred and six million, sixty two thousand
1877. ,
derable and elastic medium, of such tenuity and four hundred years.
The wonderful advancement that Science has that it penetrates even the minutest pores of
It has been generally taught in Chemistry
made towards perfection, the peering eye with all substances. This he styled luminiferous and Physiology, that the vital warmth of our
which it has penetrated the hidden mysteries ether. He claimed therefore that luminous bodies is owing to the chemical changes that
of nature and revealed to us the power of the bodies are those whose molecules, being in a take place in our organs, especially t'o the oxiCreator in the vastness of his works, cannot state of extremely rapid vibration, act upon dation that occurs when the oxygen of the air
but fill us with admiration and surprise. The this ether and communicate to it their motion, unites with the carbon and hydrogen in our
development that from the dreamy fantasies which, being propagated in waves, acts thus blood, causing us to breathe forth carbonic
of Astrology has brought forth the beautiful upon the retina of the eye, causing the sensa- acid and watery vapor. Dr. Dalton, however,
truths of Astronomy, from the visionary theo- tion of light. This theory, discovering a close a standard authority on such matters, in his
ries of Alchemy has given to the world the analogy between light and sound, has been at latest writings, throws doubt on this theory,
wonders of Chemistry, and, in fact, in every length generally accepted by scientific men, and leaves the question of how animal heat is
branch of human knowledge has revealed the and to-day the theory of Newton is entirely- produced, still a disputed one.
profound depth to which the mind of man can discarded.
These are but a few of the changes that
In the same manner the emissive theory of Science, in its theories, has undergone. And
penetrate,—has in the end elevated Science to
the highest pinnacle of fame, and enshrined it heat was, until recently, the prevailing one. It now I ask, should this cause us to look upon it
with a glory that time shall only brighten. supposed that the molecules of bodies were with disfavor ? By no means! “ Humanum
And to-day, we, its humble votaries, have in- surrounded by an imponderable fluid, which, est errare,” says the old proverb, and there is
vited you to enter with us its majestic poitals, capable of passing from one substance to ano- not a single branch of human knowledge that
and there behold a few of the wonders of ther, acted with a repellant force, causing by is not liable to change on some point or other.
nature upon which it has cast its piercing its entrance, expansion and heat, and, by its When human reason, limited as it is, proceeds
light; that you, too, might feel with us the egress, contraction and cold. This was com- to draw deductions removed a considerable
admiration that its grandeur rightly claims. pletely supplanted by the dynamic theory, distance from first principles, or from facts
Why then should I speak of its ^fickleness 1 now generally held, which explained heat as coming under direct observation, it w-ould
Is it my wish to dim the glory that encircles motion. The sensation of heat, it teaches, is indeed be surprising, were it not sometime Jed
it ? No! I speak but the truth, and what, in- caused, not by the so called “ heat atmos- astray by error clothed in the pleasing garb of
stead of humbling Science, siiall but elevate it pheres” emitted from substances, but by the truth. Even in Philosophy there is much unextremely rapid vibration of the particles of certainty ; and, the noblest of all the Sciences,
the more in the eyes of all reasonable men.
In tracing the progress of Science from the bodies, which, communicated to the imponder- Theology, though in the fundamental truths
days of its infancy, we cannot but be forcibly able ether, causes the molecules of our body and the dogmas of faith unchanged and unstruck by the changes it has undergone. Like to be set in the same rapid motion, or in other changeable, has nevertheless its different
a noble ship driven hither and thither by the words to become warm.
schools of opinion on subjects unillumined by
Perhaps the greatest subject of dispute at direct revelation, and not expressly7 proclaimed
winds that urge her on, it hastens now in one
direction, now in another, anon proceeding the present day is the origin of man. Not by the Church. Yet for all this, there is in
with doubt and hesitation, and again advan- long ago it was the fashionable belief among the Natural Sciences, enough, aye! more than
cing with confidence and courage on its bril- scientific men, that mankind had sprung from enough that is certain, and which reveals to us
liant and successful course of discovery. The many centers of creation, and that each race the grandeur, the power and the vastness of
men of Science, who, in days gone by pro- had an origin peculiar to itself: an ardent sup- Nature’s works, and inspires us with admirapounded theories that at the time were con- porter of this theory was the celebrated Pro- tion of this beautiful world we inhabit. Science
fessor Agassiz. Now, however, the preponsidered almost certain, have, many of them, derating belief is in favor of a single origin, has pierced the heavens and followed the rebeen doomed to see them afterwards rejected, and many men of Science, among whom are treat of the revolving planets; it has penetrated
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the earth, and drawing aside the curtain of the ories, and on the other, having proved that it
past, has revealed to mankind the history of has many, many certainties which reveal to us
BILLIARD TOURNAMENT. Although the Bilages far back in the dim twilight of time ; it the countless beauties of nature ; having dis- liard Room has been provided with a new and
has opened the hidden book of Nature, and on played its uses, its beauties and its grandeur, costly table which has to be paid for, the neits every page has disclosed the hand-mark of what now remains ? It remains for us to learn cessities of the Boat Club are so much greater
the Creator. It is the Sciences that have the lessons that Science in its very fickleness than their own, that the B. Room Association
taught man the wonderful regularity and order teaches us. It remains for us to learn that we has organized a Tournament, the proceeds of
that every where pervades creation, and, even must always distinguish, in Science, between which,—and they are very respectable,—are to
in the minutest insects, have revealed the what is fact and what is mere hypothesis. A be handed over to the sister association. A
effects of an all intelligent Cause. To them true man of Science will never forget, that, plan was arranged and submitted to the stuman owes his greatest blessings, and so de however plausible a theory may seem, it is dents at a mass-meeting held March 2d, E. A.
pendent on them is he for his daily comfort, yet only a theory, and, though regarded to-day Dolan in the chair. The plan was agreed to,
that it would be the deepest ingratitude in him as almost certain, it may to-morrow be rejec- and proceedings began the very next day. The
to disregard them. To what does he owe the ted as utterly false. He will remember that players are divided into two classes, each perdiscovery of the power of steam and of the the province of theory is but to offer an ex- son to play a game with every other member of
telegraph ? By what is he enabled to triumph planation of some facts or phenomena of his class, and each class having a table to
over the rage of the ocean, and make even the nature, which may, however, in some future itself. The three best players of each of these
fury of the heavens subservient to his will ? time, be found attributable to causes quite divisions are finally to play a match of three
different from those he assigne’d. Hence, we
To the Natural Sciences he owes it all.
games for the prize cues. Each participant
What attractions, then, are there not, in the cannot but be surprised at the illogical reason - pays two dollars, and those who are mere
study of Science for the philosopher, the ing of some scientific men, who seem entirely spectators pay fifty cents admission for the
humanitarian, nay, even for the poet! With to ignore the fact, that from mere plausible season. To swell the receipts as much as poswhat exalted feelings does not the true man of premises no certain conclusions can be drawn : sible, spectators from the junior side are adScience view the wonders of the world! To who having before their eyes examples so mitted, a rare opportunity for the youngsters
him are revealed the mighty workings of numerous of the vacillations'of Science, ad- to get acquainted with their big brothers.
nature; and beauties that to others are hidden, vance, nevertheless, as certain, what is only There are referees and scorers and sergeantsare to him a boundless source of admiration theory, and rather than acknowledge its at-arms, and the sport is still in progress,
and delight. Place him on the rugged peaks falsity, are ready to rush into any extrava- being watched with close attention, but perof the snhw-clad Alps ! Bid him gaze on those gance of opinion, no matter how absurd..
When we see such men, therefore, erecting haps not with the strong interest the contest
terrible crags that have for centuries withstood
excited at first.
the
batteries of their logic upon some wild hythe fury of storm and tempest! In his mind
RETREAT. The annual Retreat of the Cathowill be formed a nobler and far truer picture pothesis, and proceeding to batter down the lic students, given this year by Fr. Denny of
foundations
of
morality,
so
important
in
their
than the imagination of the poet could have
Loyola College, Baltimore, began on the evenconceived, of the tremendous struggles that bearings on the happiness of mankind, we ing of March 7th, and lasted for the usual
cannot
but
attribute
to
them
a
narrowness
of
those adamantine rocks have for ages sustained
three days. The arrangements did not mateagainst the wasting elements by which they mind and malignity of purpose worthy ol the rially differ from those of preceding years,—
have so often in wild fury beeen assailed, rend- severest censure. How rash of them to endea- four discourses a day, spiritual reading in the
ing with thunder-crash their jagged edges and vor with their puny strength to undermine the study-rooms, &c. The Communions on the
hurling their broken masses far down the yawn- majestic structure of religion^; to destroy all Sunday at the close of the Retreat, numbered
ing precipices, to be carried off in rude triumph principles of honor, all justice, all virtue : to 110. All were highly satisfied, and more
debase man to the level of the brutes, and
by those apparently “motionless torrents,”
stifle every noble feeling that animates his than satisfied with the preacher.
those “ silent cataracts,” the glaciers.
HOLIDAYS. The holiday promised by the
Bid him behold the heaving ocean as it breast! Such men, thefomentors of infidelity
Very Rev. Provincial in January, was given on
and
atheism,
are
indeed,
the
false
prophets
o'f
rushes in its madness against the rock-bound
Ash Wednesday, Feb. 14th. The holiday due
coast, assaulting again and again, like a mighty nature, the enemies of their fellow men, and
to the members of the Champion class of the
the
pests
of
society.
host, the barriers of the land, and carrying off
present year (Rhetoric), was enjoyed Feb. 27th.
But
Religion
scorns
their
efforts,
and
the
its rocky spoils,—the constant victor in this
The Philosophers had their usual holiday on
endless strife! His eye will penetrate the Church of God, relying on -her divineFounder,
the feast of St. Thomas of Aquinas, March 7th.
fears
not
their
hostility;
in
her
bosom
has
mighty deep, and far down in the “ dark unInauguration day, March 5th, was of course a
fathomed'caves of ocean” will behold the been nourished the civilization that the world
general holiday in the District, but has left
store-house of its booty, where slowly and now enjoys; from her does true Science ever
some unpleasant memories behind it for the
silently it lays the foundations of mighty con- receive encourrgement; and her triumph will it
young gentlemen who gratified their curiosity
be,
to
behold
the
downfall
of
error
and
the
tinents, destined in succeeding ages to arise
by staying out beyond regular hours to witness
victory
of
truth.
The
men
who
in
their
madfrom their watery grave and spread their vera very poor torch-light procession. We shall
ness
hurl
at
her
their
poisoned
shafts,
shall
find
dure ’neath the cheering light of day. Thus,
have, in consequence, more than the usual
them
rebound
upon
themselves,
and
sharing
the true man of Science, to whom the vastness
number of stay-at-homes during the Easter
the
fate
Of
all
those
who
have
proclaimed
of creation is but the reflection of the infinite
holidays,—which, by the bye begin at noon,
power of its Maker, is truly the high-priest of themselves the champions of wrong, shall pass
into oblivion, dishonored and despised. The March 28th, and expire on the evening of Apl.
nature. It is he, who, inspired with the sub- time shall come when Science shall be ac3d. The Philosophers have a rather longer
limity of his task, expounds the mysteries of knowledged the hand-maid of religion, when
recess.
the world, and offers by his efforts the incense its votaries shall seek in it the confirmation of
MERRICK MEDAL. The Debate for this medal
the
glorious
truths
of
revelation
;
when
nature
of praise to nature’s first and all-powerful
in her every work shall proclaim the Creator; will take place on Thursday afternoon, May 3d.
Cause.
and, whatever beauty adorns the earth shall be
Having thus shown, on the one hand, the viewed by true men of Science as a faint re- The following resolution will be debated;
“ That the Federal Constitution should be so
changes that Science has undergone in its the- flection of Him who gave it being.
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amended as to prohibit any person holding an
office of trusl or profit under the United States
from voting for Electors for President and
Vice President.” The debaters chosen by the
Philodemic Society, are : Affirmative, Thos. P.
Kernan, ’78, N. Y., and Enoch B. Abell,’77,
Md.; Negative, Arthur Hood, jr., ’77, Ga.,and
Wm. F. Smith,’78, Md.
MILITARY.
The Cadets held a meeting,
March 25th, and re-organized as follows:
Major, E. A. Dolan ; Adjutant, J. C. Hagan.
Officers of Co. A., M. J. Condon, Captain ; CE. O’Connor, 1st Lieut,; C. B. Pallen, 2d
Lieut.; Jos. P. O’Brien, 1st Sergeant; Chas.
B. O’Donnell, 2d do; A. A. Sweeny, 3d do.
Co. B., A. Hood, jr. Capt.; B. C. McMeal, 1st
Lieut.; R. Du Puy, 2d Lieut.; T. F. Malian,
1st Sergeant; J. E. Callahan, 2d ditto, (3d
Sergeant not yet appointed).
WEATHER.
This is a topic, which, as W. D.
jr., remarks, is always apropos. During the
ground-hog’s pleasant six weeks (after Feb. 2d),
base-ball and other athletic sports began to be
indulged in. The six weeks were up by St.
Patrick’s day, and then we had snow for two
days, the thermometer at fifteen degrees, March
18th, and five days after, a touch of Spring’s
“etherial mildness,” with the thermometer at
sixty degrees and over. The frogs began to
sing, and the jonquils to bloom, the second
week in March, before the cakes of ice thrown
ashore Jan. 18th had all melted.
University of Georgetown.
THE TWENTY-EIGHTH ANNUAL COMMENCEMENT OF
THE MEDICAL

DEPARTMENT.

A very large and intelligent audience assembled at Lincoln Hall last evening to witness the
graduating exercises of the Medical Department
of Georgetown University. The stage, which
was elegantly ornamented with numerous bouquets of beautiful flowers, presented by the
many friends and admirers of the young graduates, was occupied by the Faculty of the University and the graduating class.
After the overture, rendered by Weber’s orchestra, Prof. Noble Young, M. D., (President
of Faculty,) was introduced, and read the act
of Congress authorizing the University of
Georgetown to confer the degree of Doctor of
Medicine.
Another musical selection was then played,
at the close of which Rev. P. F. Healy, S. J.,
President of ]the University, conferred degrees
upon William P. C. Hazen of Pennsylvania,and
Frank J. O’Connor of Washington, D. C., also
certificates of honor to P, J. Timmins, BostonMass., and E. L. Morgan, Washington, D. C.,
accompanying the presentation of the diplomas
by some remarks suitable to the occasion.
After more music, Frank J. O’Connor de
livered the valedictory. In it, he took occasion to review the wonderful progress of medical science from the ancient to the present time,
gave a brief description of the most important
inventions and discoveries, as applied to the
science of medicine, showed that epidemic diseases are much better understood than formerly,
and that they can be brought under control,
closing his address with a fitting tribute to the
Faculty who had guided them so successfully
through their long and arduous course of study,
and a kind farewell to their fellow students.
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He was followed by Prof. S. C. Busey, M.
The Catholic World is always worthy of
D., who delivered the closing address to the even higher commendations than we bestowed
graduates. During his remarks, he gave the
graduating class excellent advice in regard to upon it in our last.
their future, spoke of the great valueof health,
Among the Catholic weeklies that come to
saying “ health is the brightest jewel in the us, the first place is incontestably due to the
casket of life, and life is the birthright of ex- Brooklyn Catholic Review, a paper which may
istence,” drew touching pictures of the devastating effects of disease upon the human frame be fully relied on for any statement it makes,
and its subsequent recovery under the skillful and which, while maintaining its dignity, does
treatment of the physician, closing with a fer- not spare to the shams and bigotries of the
vent “ God speed” to all.
The young M. D.’s bore off their honors day, the pungent reproofs they deserve. The
gracefully, and have our best wishes for their Southern Cross, published at Savannah, and
future success.
the Catholic Visitor of Richmond, Ya., are
The above from the Nation of Mch. 20th is both excellent papers, and have old students
the only respectable account we have seen in of Georgetown on their respective editorial
any Washington paper of our Medical Com- staffs. The Revisla Catolica, Las Yegas, N.
mencement. That in the Republican, with its M., is a recent and valued addition to our list.
“flags” and “mottos,” was simply ridiculous. The only other Catholic exchange we receive,
We are indebted to our Mr. Timmins for an in- with the exception of the I. C. B. U. Journal,
vitation and reserved seat, and to Mr. McArdle, which is a specialist, is the Pittsburg Catholic,
also of our magisterial corps, for a printed copy a sturdy, old-fashioned paper, sensible but not
of the addresses. The former has already brilliant, and containing good selections.
passed in Anatomy, Physiology, Materia Medica, and Chemistry—hence the certificate awarOdtis ami Ends.
ded him—and the latter, as a later member of
As we have no Italic type with our nonpariel
the Junior Class of twenty-one, has a longer
period of study before him. The Faculty now we must explain that the jokes in the little
demands three years study, instead of two as Epigram on the next page fall upon the words
heretofore. It is for this reason, and from the sand which is (sandwiches), Ham, bred and
greater rigidity in examination that the School mustered (bread and mustard.) It is’a melangraduates only two the present year. The ad- choly thing to have to explain a joke, but we
dress of the President on the occasion was not fear many of our readers are not of the kind
simply a congratulation offered to the gradu- that would see it, if we did’nt.
A College paper published at an ancient and
ates, but was, besides, an introduction to the
public of the new Faculty and the new regi- highly respectable institution east of us, commen. At the same time, a tribute was paid to plains of the childish behavior of some of the
the high character and distinguished services students. Can there be an epidemic of this
of the retiring members of the Faculty. Dr. sort of thing ? We have severe symptoms of
O’Connor, one of the graduates, was a former the malady hei e: but the fact is, leaders are
wanting among us, this year.
student of Gonzaga College, Washington.
We notice that the stealing of oil-paintings is
becoming quite common in Europe. Cant the
Catholic Journals.
robbers be persuaded to come over here and
We are under very [great obligations to the make off with some of our old specimens ?
publishers of the American Catholic Quarterly
“ Well, give the devil his Du,” said Harry,
for exchange copies of that most meritorious when his non-Catholic friend declined an invicandidate for popular favor,—or rather for the tation to be present at the exercises of the Refavor of the scholars and thinkers to whom it treat.
so worthily addresses itself.
Twenty to thirty tramps a day—a different
The Catholic Record, also published by batch each day—have been furnished a meal
Hardy & Mahony, we had the pleasure of com- at the College, the entire season through.
mending in a recent number.
Nearly all are white men.
These enterprising and busy publishers issue,
A member of the Poetry class, meeting in
besides, the Catholic Standard, a weekly of Horace the words Arida Nutrix, remarked
large dimensions, replete not only with local that he had never heard of a dry nurse before,
and general news, of interest to Catholics, but though he had of a wet one.
abounding in selected matter always well
A sketch of the members of our new Medichosen and frequently of great value.
cal Faculty will appear in our next. Also the
The Crusader, 15 Cornhill, Boston, an ad- score of the Billiard Tournament.
mirable monthly for young people, The
Our friend of the late Georgetown Courier,
Young Catholic, a charming monthly paper Mr. J. D. McGill, has removed his printing
from the Cath. Publication Society, the Ave office to Washington, cor. 10th & E., where we
Maria (weekly), Notre Dame, Ind , and the hope a large incerease of business will follow
Messenger of the Sacred Heart, Woodstock, him.
Md., each in its appropriate sphere edifying
Classical boarder, viewing some streaky
and instructing its readers, are likewise grate- butter, remarks (out of hearing of the landfully acknowledged among our exchanges.
lady) : “ Behold the ruins of Ancient Greece ! ”
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other arrangements: and to rely upon other re- of them who have recently visited the College.
Messrs. Van Ryswick of Washington and
sources for assistance.
The pilgrim o’er the desert wild
It may be asked, why is it that the Society Simon of N. Orleans were students of forty
Should ne’er let want confound him,
is not able to meet the expenses on this as on years ago, more or less. Messrs. Bolton FitzSince he, at any time, can eat
former occasions ? The answer is easy. The gerald of Baltimore and T. A. Lambert of
The sand which is around him.
Society has now to defray the expenses of an Washington, belong to a considerably more reIt might seem odd that he should find
Such palatable fare,
annual debate; it has to assist in procuring cent period : while of those of later years, we
Did we not know the sons of Ham
books for its library; and, it is further de- have had calls from Wm. D. Plowden of Md.,
Were bred and mustered there.
prived of the assistance of the College, which and Wm. II. Purkins of Va., both of whom
on former occasions, bore a great portion of have been teaching school since they left here.
DIED. On Friday morning, March 2d, at the expenses. The College has withdrawn its The newspaper press has been represented by
the residence of his mother, Mrs. Dahlgren,
Lieut. VINTON A. GODDARD, U. S. A., aged 27 assistance, in accordance with the action of the Walter R. Abell of the Balto. Sun, and C. O’B.
members at the last Triennial, when they Cowardin of the Richmond Dispatch■ In the
years and 2 weeks.
The deceased was a student here in 1863-4, determined that the celebration should be an interests of historical truth, we must add, in
hut attended Gonzaga College, Washington affair of the Society and not of the College. regard to Charley, that he was the originator
several years. He graduated at West Point in It has withdrawn its assistance in order to pro- of our Mardi Gras festivities. The latest visi1871. The funeral took place from St. Mat- tect the resident members from extortions in tor was our lively-friend, Chas. Baker, now in
the way of levies, thinking that the non-resi- charge of the Circulation depot, Phil’a. Branch
thew’s Church.
dent members would be willing to defray a of the N. Y. Graphic. He still retains
Communicated,
the military coat- he procured while here, as a
portion of the expenses.
THE PHILODEMIC TRIENNIAL.
Having considered well the matter, and see- model for the Cadets. He should be sent for
ing no way to have the celebration without tax- when the question of costume comes up again.
It is not customary to publish the proceed ing too heavily the resident members, the
ings of the Philodemic Society, but as the Society has concluded to defer this timeTHE CLASS of 1877 of the Law Department
Triennial is something which concerns not honored re union until the non-resident memof the Georgetown University completed its
only the resident but the non-resident mem bers shall see fit to show some disposition to- organization last night, and elected the followbers, it is but just to the latter that they should wards contributing to its support. For the ing officers: President, Ansel B.“Cook; vice
be informed as to what action has been taken cordial and ready response of the few who con- president, M. J. McNeirney; secretary, Wm.
H. Clagett, jr.; treasurer, Samuel W. Carriin reference to the Celebration.
tributed, and to those who responded to the den; executive committee, Moses Bradshaw,
Heretofore, the resident members, by means circulars without remitting the money, the Edward H. Thomas, J. T. Fallon and J. T.
of a considerable levy, and with the assistance Society returns its thanks and most grateful Nicholson. The date of the annual comof the College, have managed to meet the ex- acknowledgments. The money received will mencement has not yet been determined on.—
Star,Mch. 9th.
penses arising from the Celebration. This be returned : and the names of the contributhey could do, because they were left free to tors, few indeed as they were, have been reCORRECTIONS.
The account of the San Dopay as much as they saw fit, and if a balance corded in the minutes of the Society.
mingo altar which we quoted in our last, from
were needed, they were permitted by the non
“Spring Blossoms,” was not written by the
resident members to call upon the College for
DECLAMATION AND BEADINCS.
Rev. gentleman to whom we attributed it, but
assistance.
We have for some time omitted, from want as we have since learned, by Prof. Charles W.
At the last Triennial celebration tne mem
bers present determined to equalize the burden of room, notices of these interesting public Hoffman, who had the chief editorial charge of
of expense; that it should no longer be met as trials in oratory. At the exercises of Dec. 16, that very interesting little paper.
before, but that it should be proportioned out there were seventeen declaimers and eleven
In the present number, we give “Connolly”
among the non-resident, honorary,and resident readers. Of the latter, Timmins is the only as the real name of “ Johny Bedad
it should
members, each furnishing his quota, and that one who deserves mention: while of the be Callahan.
the Faculty of the College instead of being the former, Randolph and Mellen gave good promhost, should,in future, be the guest of the ise, while Ernest Laplace, Gaston Payne,
NOTICES.
Society. Being bound by the action of the Dolan, Macdonald, Boris Bodisco, Shipman,
members on that occasion, and wishing to de- De Courcy, and McElhinny did excellently,
“ School Life and its Influence on Sight.”
prive no one of the honor and pleasure of and Redmond Walsh was conspicuous.
By Geo. Reuling, M. D., Baltimore.
assisting in the Celebration, the Society, about
No Readings took place during January, on
This useful pamphlet, reprinted from the
six weeks ago had a circular printed, and sent account of the Middle Examination, but, of Maryland School Journal, bears on a subject
it to most of the non-resident members, call- the thirteen speakers on Feb. 17th, the best, that all ought to be informed about. Atten
ing upon them to furnish their quota of the were Landa (in spite of his too rapid utterance) tion to its suggestions would spare many the
expense, and stating therein that it would be Brown, B. Bodisco, Schoolfield, De Courcy, sufferings and inconveniences resulting from
impossible to have the Celebration without and Walsh : the latter again distancing all carelessness in the employment of the eyes,
competitors. Of the thirteen readers on the
their co-operation and assistance.
and would therefore save the consequent exOne hundred and thirty circulars were sent, same occasion, Bradford, Lilly, and Chas. penses of surgical treatment.
and to this number has the Society received Kearney gave promise; Blake and Hagan did
“Novena of Meditations for the feast of St.
but ten answers. It would appear from this, extremely well.
Francis Xavier.” P. F. Cunningham & Son,
The March Reading took place on the 28th, Philadelphia.
that the members' do not wish the Triennial
celebration : otherwise they would have re- too late for notice.
This little book, a translation from the Italsponded to the call for assistance : at least
ian of Fr. Mariani, is published with the approPEBSONAL.
they should have taken some notice of the
bation of the Provincial of Maryland and the
communication, and if they were not able to
Archbishop of Philadelphia, and therefore
We
may
not
have
room
for
longer
accounts
contribute they should have notified the Socineeds no further endorsement from us.
of
old
students,
and
so,
we
may
mention
those
ety to that effect, so as to enable it to make
EPIGRAM.
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THE ANGEO-SAXOJfAND THE NORTH
AMERICAS’ I.\ltnx. By It. K. McMahon.
(Kelly, l»ict A Co.)

out, fortunately more scared than hurt,
much for well-developed muscle.
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So W. NORDLINGER,

NATIONAL CLOTHING EMPORIUM
What the Press says of this Pamphlet.
“Prof. MacMahon’s pamphlet deserves
Last month, a plentiful fall (aided occasion114 BRIDGE ST., GEORGETOWN, D. C.
something more than a mere passing notice.” ally by a well-directed club) of the beans of the
Indianapolis Sentinel.
“ mahogany tree” in Fr. Curley’s garden, sup
EXTENSIVE ASSORTMENT OF
“Made up of the best authorities in support plied our amateur hand-workers with a new
GENTS’,
YOUTHS’,
BOYS’, & CHILDREN’S
of his proposition.” Balto. Sun.
material for watch-chains and the like. Many
“ It will prove a valuable contribution to our very artistically made chains, exactly resemGARMENTS.
periodical literature.” Balto. Mirror.
bling gutta percha, have been the result.
“A scholarly production written in language
Gent, ’s Furnishing Goods in abundance. The latest Novelties in Scarfs, Ties and Bows, as well as
so beautiful as to stir the hearts of those who
We shall endeavor in every number to find n white shirts and under-garments.
read it.” St. John’s (Alexandria, Va.,) Acad- room for some historical sketch connected
emy Journal.
A Speciality in Gent’s & Ladies’ Trunks,
with the College, as we have done in the pres“Altho’ this ‘ Indian Question’is a hack- ent number in the account of the Decatur Cot- t alises, and Morocco Traveling Satchels.
CLOTHING MADE TO ORDER.
neyed subject and has been treated of in many tage, and as we did in the last, in giving the A call is respectfully
solicited.
shapes, yet, it has always seemed a mystery to history of the old San Domingo altar. The
us that no one ventured to tell us in plain En- article we have set aside for the next number
HALL & HUME
glish whether or not we have dealt fairly with is an account of a parade of the Cadets in
the Aborigines. Mr. Richard Randolph Mac- 1858, their visit to President Buchanan, dinner
807 MARKET SPACE,
Mahon does this in a brief way, first by his own and speeches at the National Hotel, &c.
WASHINGTON, D. 0.
forcible and logical statements; secondly by
Dealers in
calling to his assistance the very best authoriJOKE, BY A CONTRIBUTOR.
ties,—such as Schoolcraft, Gatlin, Bancroft,
FINE FAMILY GROCERIES,
Certain cure for sleeplessness—a dose of
Marshall, Buckingham, De Smet and Wendell
WINES, CHAMPAGNES,
Phillips. Personally, we do not know Mr. the “ Autumn leaves” dispute from the JOURMacMahon, but feel a high respect for a man NAL.
OLD FRENCH BRANDIES,
of whom the late Speaker Kerr said 1 his sugSOLE
PROPRIETORS, dec.
gestions, in matters of political action, are imB. ROBINSON,
W. L. CHISEY;
of tl#e popular
portant to our country.’ ” Pittsburg Critic.
Late of Wall & Robinson.
OLD STAG WHISKEY.
Late with Wall & Robinson.
“Few men have more of our respect than
Prof. Richd. Randolph McMahon the author of
Goods packed and shipped free of charge.
B. ROBINSON & CO.,
‘ The Anglo Saxon and North American Indian.’ ” Correspondence of Norfolk VirginFINE CLOTHING WEST END HOTEL,
ian.
It.is scarcely necessary for us to add anyGEORGETOWN, D. G.
FOR
thing to the above flattering endorsements. A
V. SHINN,
PROPRIETOR.
YOUNG MEN AND BOYS.
man and particularly a young man, who undertakes to do a good work should, in our estitf^This Hotel is conveniently lo909 PENNSYLVANIA AVENUF,
mation, be encouraged. That Mr. MacMahon
cated, being situated on the line of the Washington
and Georgetown City Passenger Railroad, the cars
has undertaken a good work, there is not the
of which, from the Railroad and Steamer Depots,
least doubt.
Washington, D. C.
pass the door every two or three minutes. The
He does not intend to deal at length with
guests of this House can reach any of the Public
the “Indian Question,” otherwise he should
Buildings of the National Capital, or any place of
have written a volume, instead of being
amusement, &c., by a pleasant ride of a few minbounded to a few pages. He simply asks in A Xew Book for the Use of the Missions! utes.
effect,—“ Have not the Indians been treated
unjustly?” Whether or not he has answered Ready about the 15th of Dec., in 1 vol, Demi, 8o.
THIS PAPER IS OX FILE WITH
cloth, beveled, price $1.
it satisfactorily, we leave to the readers offthis
pamphlet to judge for themselves.
THE FAITH OF OUR FATHERS :
Mr. MacMahon’s friends among his former
Being:a Plain EXPOSITION and VIHTfellow-students and associate teachers should' 1HCATION of the CHURCH Founded by
our FORD JESUS CHRIST.
take copies ; we are sure they would be highly
pleased, the author would thank them, and the
BY FT. REV. JAMES GIBBONS D. DWhere Advertising Contracts can be made.
publishers would be delighted.
The price of the pamphlet is 50 cts.; for Bishop of Richmond and Administrator-Apostolic
of North Carolina.
sale at D. Brosnan’s, near the Patent' Office,—
at Fill’s opposite the Treasury.
The Title fully indicates the character of this
One of our junior students, while in town on
one of those rare occasions that egress is practicable, saw a boy knocked down by the front
wheels of a carriage, and immediately seized
upon the hind-wheels, restraining the progress
of the vehicle until the lad beneath was dragged

Work, which is to present in a plain and practical
manner an exposition and vindication of the principal Doctrines and Practices of the Catholic
Church.
4i®AViththe hope of giving it an extensive circulation, A Cheap Edition will he issued in Paper,
price 50 cts. In lots of 25 copies, $7.50. 50
copies, $14. 100 copies, $25 net.
^t^Early
orders respectfully solicited.
Address Orders, MURPHY & CO., Publishers,
182 Baltimore street, Baltimore.

LO! THE POOR INDIAN•

J

UST PUBLISHED, in a neat octavo pamphlet,
price 50 cents:

THE ANGLO-SAXON AND THE NORTH
AMERICAN INDIAN. By Richard Randolph McMahon.
KELLY, PIET & CO.
70
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ISLE OF CUBA
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FINE HAVANA CIGARS, CIGARETTES, PIPES, SMOKING
AND CHEWING TOBACCOS, AND ALL
ARTICLES
REQUIRED BY
SMOKERS GENERALLY.
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rPHIS INSTITUTION was founded in the year
X 1799, and rebuilt in 1873. It is located in a healthy situation on the Heights of Georgetown, in the
District of Columbia, surrounded by beautiful and
picturesque scenery, while the situation combines,
with the advantage ot its close proximity to the City
of Washington, the seclusion so desirable in an educational institution.
Board, tuition, &c., $300.
For further particulars, apply to the Institution.
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Law, Medical, and Miscellaneous Books, and
Choice Stationery of Every Description.

CLOTHING READY MADE.
CLOTHING MADE TO OR

Established 1833 .

o

FOR DRESS SUITS go to NOAH WALK
ER & CO.

JNO. McDERMOTT & BROS.,

COACHMAKERS
AND
CARRIAGE DEALERS
FOR BUSINESS SUITS GO TO NOAH
Walker & Co.

^ H

FOR WHITE OR COLORED SHIRTS GO
to Noah Walker & Co.
FOR NECK SCARFS OR TIES GO TO
Noah Walker & Co.

2a'

FOR ALL KIND OF GLOVES GO TO
Noah Walker & Co.
FOR COLLARS, CUFFS, OR SUSPEN
ders go to Noah Walker & Co.

o

IF YOU WISH GOODS MADE TO ORDER
go to Noah Walker and Co.

^CARRIAGES REPAIRED.

HATS!

HATS!!

SPRING ANNOUNCEMENT FOR 1876
A Large Assortment for Men and Boys
Every variety at LOW PRICES.

W. F. SEYMOUR,
132 BRIDGE STREET,

IF YOU WISH A GOOD FIT GO TO
Noah Walker & Co.
IF YOU WISH GOOD GOODS GO TO
Noah Walker & Co.
IF YOU STUDY ECONOMY
Noah Walker & Co.

GO TO

IP YOU DON’T KNOW THE LOCATION IT IS

625

PENN. flV/E.. BTT- 6TH &7TH STS-, N. W.

GEORGETOWN, D- C.
HEADQUARTERS
FOR FOREIGN and
. Dealers, Agents, Trunk
and Box-makers, Newspaper Publishers and Tea
Stores, will find a complete supply. Our new and
brilliant specialties are unequalled. Our 9x11
Mounted Chromos outsell anything in the market.
Twelve samples for $1 00; one hundred for $6.00.
Illustrated Catalogue free. J. LATHAM & CO ,
419 Washington St., Boston, Mass. P. O. Box
2154.
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WASHINGTON, D. C.
Carriages and Harness received on Storage and
sold on commission.

. 75 High St., Georgetown, D.C.
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